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If you ask them for one of their business cards, it 
describes Gav as a Storyteller, Creative & Idiot.

Proud to be working on all three of these aspects 
professionally and personally since the 20th century. 
Starting out as a Drama & Theatre Studies teacher 
with a parallel career in community theatre of all 
sorts. Directing, facilitating, devising & workshop 
leading.

For the last 10 years Gav has been delivering 
storytelling performance and workshops in schools 
across the UK.

2019 saw Gav invited to take part in the 2019 Big 
Imaginations Tour with 'Traditional Tales with a 
Twist...' A family friendly silly storytelling show in 
an Immersive PopUp space.

As well as this Gav is the 'Chief Idiocy Wrangler' for 
Funny Looking Kids: Comedy Club. Grown up 
Alternative Comedy for the whole family. Rooted in 
The Bluecoat, Liverpool but like all of his 
performance work, toured pre 2020 and transferred 
online subsequently.

Always looking for new stories to tell and share, 
Gav can be found on Facebook, Youtube and sharing 
tales with anyone that will listen!

Twisted Tales for Terrible Children...

Bluecoat, Liverpool

Traditional Tales With a Twist!

Dukes, Lancaster
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Manchester Libraries, Larmer Tree Festival & Parentfolk Festival

I developed Twisted Tales for Terrible Children…' as a possible touring 
show for 2020. (What happened to 2020?) I have a long standing 
association with The Bluecoat in Liverpool and 'Twisted Tales for 
Terrible Children...' was first seen here as a scratch performance, part of 
the  Liverpool Fringe. Nominated for Best New Writing' but winner of 
'Spirit of the Fringe' it was a collection of traditional stories and Nursery 
Rhymes, twisted and told from different perspectives, purely for the 
laughs or with the intention of ruining childhoods...

'Twisted Tales for Terrible Children...' grew out of my sell out monthly 
family show at The Bluecoat, Funny  Looking Kids: Comedy Club. A 
ragtag collection of sketches and variety chaos! Adding a twist of the 
terrible and the horrible to these everlasting and delightful folk tales 
and family memories certainly made me laugh and our audience come 
up with plenty of ideas and energetic responses.

'Twisted Tales for Terrible Children...' was subsequently performed at a 
number of outdoor summer festivals and events. At the Larmer Tree 
Festival, with Parentfolk at the Salford Media City Family Summer 
Weekender, The Liverpool Comedy Festival, various Manchester 
Libraries and more.

Previously I had performed my storytelling at festivals, events and 
schools with a PopUp Immersive Space. For 'Twisted Tales for Terrible 
Children...' I wanted to create a more nimble show that was just myself, 
a few props and a bagful of stories. A show that has been performed for 
indoors and out, small spaces, libraries and more recently Zoom shows 
for festivals, libraries, Facebook communities and Beavers & Cubs.

And I'm itching to tour and bring the show to you! Live indoors or 
outdoors or even online!

Gav Cross

February 2021

About:

Twisted Tales For Terrible Children…

Larmer Tree Festival

“Gav Cross 
treats children 

like they're 
horrible and 

adults like 
they're children 
and the results 

are hilarious 
and magical."



Copy & Quotes

Short: 

Twisted Tales for Terrible Children… 
A Storytelling Theatre Show told by Gav Cross

Scratch the surface of all the tales we have heard since childhood and we find they are dark, nasty and full of dubious 
intention...
A slight twist reveals the terrible, the silly and the downright incredible ’truths’ hidden in plain sight.
Suggested 6+ 1hr

Longer:

Twisted Tales for Terrible Children 
A Storytelling Theatre Show told by Gav Cross

Scratch the surface of all the tales we have heard since childhood and we find they are dark, nasty and full of dubious 
intention...
A slight twist reveals the terrible, the silly and the downright incredible ’truths’ hidden in plain sight.

Gav Cross: Storyteller; Show Off and Chief Idiocy Wrangler for Funny Looking Kids: Comedy Club - brings these old 
fables to life again vividly. You’ll have heard these stories before but not told this way!

An hour of nonsense and nastiness that will trigger giggles and gasps, with the added risk of ruining your childhood 
forever…
Suggested 6+ 1hr

Website: - http://gavcross.co.uk 
Twitter: @gavcross -  https://twitter.com/GavCross
Instagram: @gavcross - https://www.instagram.com/gavcross/
Facebook: Gav Cross: Storyteller - https://www.facebook.com/GavCrossStoryteller

----------------------------------------------------

“Gav Cross treats children like they're horrible and adults like they're children and the results are hilarious and magical. Gav 
brings energy, joy and a refreshing approach to traditional storytelling, getting the audience involved and keeping them on their 
toes with the unexpected twists and turns of his tales. I highly recommend Gav for any event where you need some lively stories 
and a lot of laughs.”
Anna Harriott
Arts Programmer, Larmer Tree Festival

"Gav Cross brought his sublime Twisted Tales For Twisted Children to the Blue Sky Festival 2019 and audiences loved his thrilling 
and inclusive take on storytelling for a variety of ages. The audience were hooked by every word as they were led a merry dance 
through stories. Gav is a consummate and hilarious spinner of tales and he has that rare ability to engage all ages, children and 
adults alike. There is something wonderfully subversive yet comforting about this work."
Russ Tunney, Director Pound Arts.

"Gav is an exceptional storyteller. His storytelling sessions were always full and always fun. Families turned up day after day to go 
back to hear more.”
Storyhouse, Chester

“Twisted Tales for Terrible Children is another fantastic opportunity for family audiences to experience Gav Cross' innovative and 
contemporary style of storytelling for children. Never patronising and just on the right side of darkly comic, Twisted Tales for 
Terrible Children added a fresh and interesting injection of fun and criticality to a set of stories that everyone has heard before.”
Bluecoat, Liverpool 



 Audience & Further Responses:

All the audiences I saw were engaged and keen to hear more. 
The laughter of Children is a wonderful sound in a Library! The 
children had a very enjoyable time and when they laugh we 
know they are loving every moment! We have 22 Libraries in 
Manchester! You have visited two! So we hope to bring you to 
more.
Manchester Library Service

We were delighted to welcome Gav to Teeny Tiny Theatre but 
our experience exceeded our expectations.  He held every 
audience in the palm of his hand; children and adults alike were 
spellbound as he wove his Twisted Tales! Everyone left the story 
cave very entertained and a little richer as a result of his 
generous performance.
Teeny Tiny Theatre

"There are storytellers and then there’s Gav Cross. Capturing 
imaginations, holding little minds captive, delivering stories and 
terrible tales with a twist, Gav Cross brings a sense of magic and 
wonderment to his performances. We couldn’t be happier to 
have brought Gav on board for our ParentFolk family social 
events. Known for doing things differently our events are about 
curating unique family experiences, we lead from the front in the 
alternative family event space and pride ourselves on only 
working with the best."
Parentfolk

On Zoom:

"The joy and laughter of the Beavers - and the parents chuckles 
in the background (we were a zoom session) spoke for itself."

"Just wanted to say thank you for organising such a great 
meeting tonight. My children both really enjoyed it and I loved 
hearing their laughter throughout. It was exactly what we 
needed part way through this lockdown. Thank you."

"Stories told very well and funny. Liked the "best smile". Very 
much enjoyed the interactive bits."

Manchester Library Service

The audience 
themselves stayed 
for the second 
performance which 
showed they 
wanted more!
All the audiences I 
saw were engaged 
and keen to hear 
more.
The laughter of 
Children is a 
wonderful sound in 
a Library!






 

Further Details:

And All
The Socials…
Contact: 07830 162852 / gavcross@me.com

Availability: Immediate - Touring & Online

Running Time: 1hr (Can be increased to 75 mins with an interval if requested.)

Age Guidance: Family Friendly (Suggested for 6+)

Company: One

Technical Requirement: Minimal. A space and can be seen. I'm loud and tall and wide enough to be seen 
and heard from a distance...

Stage Size: No minimum required. I can sit. I can stand. I can yomp about!

Get in: 30 minutes

Online: I can run a Zoom for up to 100 or provide a link for a private YouTube, performance as required.

Social Media: #TTfTC

Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/GavCrossStoryteller/ 
Youtube - https://www.youtube.com/user/gavcross 
Twitter - https://twitter.com/GavCross 
Instagram - https://www.instagram.com/gavcross/ 
Website - https://gavcross.co.uk/ 
Google Drive #TTfTC Content - HERE

Workshops, Facilitation & Training: I am happy to develop a supplementary session if you would 
like me work with your community on a range of skills and approaches.

YouTube:

A Little 
Promo 
Trailer For 
#TTfTC

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2wuzNJQIPiM
mailto:gavcross@me.com
https://www.facebook.com/GavCrossStoryteller/
https://www.youtube.com/user/gavcross
https://twitter.com/GavCross
https://www.instagram.com/gavcross/
https://gavcross.co.uk/
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1fRPpyq8XQ_wyFENih87cFI8LNQjcbPWg?usp=sharing








An Adapted Extract

Commissioned for the Fabulous
‘Spot on Stories’

More Stories?

Shows: Ready and in Development 
for online and future tours

https://spotonlancashire.co.uk/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AUeNIDFEyvI

